In this article, we study the role of evaluation in the design of a reference resolution system. We consider references that are made in a written discourse to entities of the world and apply our system to narrative French texts. First, we introduce the main concepts related to the phenomenon of reference, defending a mentalist conception that makes use of "mental representations" of entities. The existing theories and reference resolution systems are briefly discussed.
Introduction
Understanding the references in a given discourse is a preliminary yet unavoidable step towards representing its meaning. Various theories of reference still compete in the philosophical arena, yet numerous programs or modules dedicated to reference resolution have also been designed. As computational and linguistic resources increase, the evaluation of reference resolution on unrestricted texts generates better and better scores, though perfect answers do not seem attainable at present. Evaluation-driven design provides an answer to the choices that appear at various stages in the development of a reference resolution program. Numeric evaluation may thus confirm or refute knowledge-based analysis. This makes use of two important elements: texts on which the correct answers are annotated and methods to compare the answers of the program with the correct ones. These elements exist for reference resolution since at least the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC). However, texts with annotated coreferences are not widely available for languages other than English, and the respective accurateness of the various evaluation measures is still under discussion.
In this article, we first outline the reference resolution problem in a framework that has both theoretical and practical relevance, yet remaining fairly general, and compare the framework to other works, discussing the various conceptions underlying reference, co-reference and anaphora resolution ( §2). Next, we briefly overview the existing evaluation measures ( §3.1), then describe our annotation method ( §3.2) and the annotated texts ( §3.3). We state the principles of evaluation-driven design ( §4.1) and propose data structures and a resolution algorithm based on our framework ( §4.2). We focus then sequentially on the possible behaviors or options of the resolution algorithm, giving for each one a theoretical analysis, the evaluation figures and the chosen alternative ( §5, §6 and §7). The optimized results and their analysis conclude the article ( §8).
Reference Resolution by a Computer Program
It is a commonsense conception of language that utterances often predicate properties about certain entities, and that particular phrases in an utterance indicate the entities while other phrases assert their properties. This view is embodied in the logic-form representation of sentence meaning and appears in numerous language processing systems. The subject/ predicate distinction is not completely universal, as some sentences do not follow this pattern, as "Yes" or "Help!". Nor is this distinction entirely clear-cut, as phrases that indicate an entity may also assert a new property, and conversely, predicates sometimes enable the identification of an entity. The first case was studied especially in natural language generation (Dale 1992) ; the second one was described among others by D. Appelt (1985) . Most frequently, however, some phrases mainly indicate an entity.
Entities, Representations and Referring Expressions
The expressions of a given discourse that are bound to entities of the world are commonly called referring expressions (henceforth, REs). The entities they indicate are material or conceptual objects par excellence, but may also be reified events, relations and properties. The binding between entities and REs occurs in both the mind of the sender and that of the receiver of a given discourse, and involves mental representations of the entities (henceforth, MRs). When the sender wants to express something about an entity, he/she generates an RE that activates the receiver's MR corresponding to that entity. This view is restricted to references expressed as nominal REs, including pronouns. No attempt is made here to derive an MR from a relation, property or event that is not reified by the discourse itself through a nominal RE. However, once such a pseudo-entity is reified, an MR is generated. It is on this point that our view departs most from cognitive modeling of reference understanding, attempting to provide a tractable framework.
Reference involves four elements: an entity of the world, a sender MR, a receiver MR and an RE of a discourse. We call specification the relation between a MR and the entity it represents, following (Sidner 1981) among others. An RE refers via the corresponding MR to the entity specified by the MR. The sender generates an RE from an active MR, which in turn evokes or activates a receiver MR. The relationship between two REs that refer to same entity is called co-specification or coreference.
This view is compatible with a variety of theories of reference. Almost no theory denies that REs are bound to entities via mental representations; rather, the debate focuses on how this binding is computed in the mind (Devitt and Sterelny 1999:45-82) . For instance, description theories, stemming mostly from Frege's work (1952) , claim that an RE connects to a MR via some representation of the RE itself, namely its "Sinn" or "sense". This is distinct from its "meaning" or "denotation", i.e. the set of entities it refers to. Description theories have been challenged either by theories of direct reference, or by causal theories, which both question the hypothesis of a computation linking an RE to a MR. Causal theories suggest instead, at least for the most elementary REs, that memorized associations are the basis for RE↔MR binding.
It is beyond our scope to discuss these theories, which have more to do with the emergence and grounding of the referring capacity, rather than with the design of a reference resolution algorithm. Descriptive theories seem more applicable, thanks to the use of logic, and they inspired the Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp and Reyle 1993) . Objections against description theories were answered using computational solutions, e.g. the framework accommodating Donnellan's distinction (Appelt and Kronfeld 1987, Kronfeld 1986 ).
Reference/Coreference/Anaphora Resolution
The human receiver of a discourse is supposed to locate the REs and react properly to each of them, that is, activate the correct MR and ascribe to it the asserted properties. By analogy, a reference resolution program should also manipulate some form of MR: it should create and store MRs, and assemble the REs into MRs. The crudest form of computational MR is the collection of REs that are deemed to refer to the same entity. While processing, the program has to create an MR when it judges that a new entity was evoked, and to attach an RE to a previous MR when the RE it believes it refers to an existing MR.
Coreference resolution means that a program attempts to find coreference links between REs, i.e. decides sequentially for each RE whether to link it to a previous RE or leave it unlinked, if it evokes a new MR. As coreference is an equivalence relation, one can build the RE sets knowing the coreference chains. But when MRs are given, several combinations of coreference chains can be build. The coreference approach is either equivalent to the MR approach, if the program takes into account all the members of each coreference chain when processing a new RE, or less effective, if the program takes into account only isolated REs. Our algorithm does not rely on coreference links, using a more straightforward representation of the referents that facilitates operations on MRs.
Anaphora is a particular type of coreference between a pronoun and its "antecedent", a noun phrase that is supposed to give the pronoun its meaning. Except in the few cases of bound anaphors defined by the Government and Binding theory (Chomsky 1981 , Lasnik 1989 , there is no clear definition of the antecedent of a pronoun. It seems more accurate not to separate pronouns from other REs, though special knowledge may be needed for their processing (Reboul 1994) . Their reduced semantic content is not a justification for the antecedent/ anaphor distinction, as the scale of semantic content for REs is gradual (Ariel 1990) . In a preliminary study, we showed that an MR approach to anaphora resolution, considering whole MRs vs. antecedent REs only, improved the results of our system (Popescu-Belis and Robba 1997).
Overview of Reference Resolution Systems
Karttunen was one of the first to introduce the idea that a reference solving program has to manipulate some kind of representations of entities, which he called 'object files' (Karttunen 1976) . His study focused however on formal constraints for mostly intra-sentential coreference. More elaborate considerations on entity representations were provided by Appelt and Kronfeld (1987) , who introduced the notion of the individuating set of features for each entity, within their computational model inspired by description theories of reference. The evolution of sets depends on referring acts, which are formally defined using the speech acts framework. The Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp and Reyle 1993) makes extensive use of a logic-form representation of entities, and so does work in natural language generation (Dale 1992 ).
Grosz and Sidner have modeled the focus of attention on referents through the successive utterances of a discourse -their seminal papers are (Grosz 1977 , Sidner 1979 . The focus stack extends more intuitive notions such as the salience or activation of a discourse referent. The "importance" of a referent, i.e. its place in the focus stack, is linked to the REs and their grammatical function. As a major application, focusing was related to dialog structures in human-machine interaction (Grosz and Sidner 1986) . The more recent Centering Theory still concerns any type of discourse (Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein 1995) . Alshawi (1987) proposed a simpler model of memory, in which discourse referents are ordered according to their contextual salience, computed using a scalable set of salience factors. The model was adapted for anaphora resolution by (Lappin and Leass 1994) .
Focusing/centering/activation use referring information to update memory and to estimate coherence or topic changes in the discourse. However, general knowledge about discourse coherence, or knowledge about the expected discourse structure, allow a reversal of the model to help reference resolution. This is quite successful for pronoun resolution (Passonneau 1996) .
Numerous systems or modules aimed explicitly at reference resolution have been designed, often in connection with the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC-6 1995 , MUC-7 1998 . The target of the MUC evaluations was information extraction from short articles in English into predefined templates, on a fixed subject. Reference resolution was evaluated as an intermediate phase, using annotated coreference links. To complete this task, several systems relied on elaborate semantic representations of the referents, whereas others directly attempted to build coreference links. Among others, LaSIE (University of Sheffield) constructed a first-order logic representation of the entities using substantial domaindependent knowledge Humphreys 1997, Gaizauskas et al. 1995 ). An interesting study with LaSIE showed also that when such knowledge is available, the use of a focus stack does not increase the performances in comparison to the use of simpler activation cues (Azzam, Humphreys and Gaizauskas 1998) .
Systems solving directly coreference links between REs relied for instance on pattern matching between potentially coreferent strings or phrases, as the University of Massachusetts system (Fisher et al. 1995) . This team also used machine learning to induce the best pattern-matching rules . Lin proposed an interesting system (PIE) that used constraint solving on sets of coreference links (Lin 1995) . This original idea embodies an offline conception of reference resolution (solving everything at the end of a discourse), which does not seem to work incrementally, rendering the use of activation cues impossible. Among other systems, not presented at MUC, the dialog system designed by LuperFoy (1992) used "discourse pegs" as a data structure storing information about each entity derived from the REs; there was however no numeric evaluation of the performances. Kennedy and Boguraev (1996) implemented an approach to reference resolution derived from anaphora resolution; their system attempted to find only some explicit coreference links between proper names.
Tools for Evaluation-Driven Design
Evaluation-driven design requires an accurate evaluation of the system on a given task. Therefore, an automatic evaluation tool must be available, along with formatted input and desired output in sufficient quantities. Manual evaluation is too slow to be used frequently, and since a precise evaluation algorithm is required anyway, it should be implemented as a program.
Summary of the Evaluation Methods
The evaluation of reference resolution is a complex problem, analyzed extensively elsewhere (Popescu-Belis 2000) . Evaluation of reference understanding by a human receiver happens infrequently and in most cases erroneous references are detected and corrected through dialog. Thus inspiration from human communication is limited. Let us define the program's task as the construction of the correct MRs from a given discourse, that is, the correct sets of coreferent REs. As the sets are built during the completion of the task itself, there is no predefined correct MR that an RE should be attached to.
Significantly, the identification of REs is not included here in the task, unlike the MUC campaigns. We limit the task to the identification of referring phenomena between REs. We believe that RE identification, though an unavoidable step in text processing, is a separate task that uses a different kind of knowledge -e.g., recognizing impersonal pronouns, idiomatic expressions, etc. Including it into reference evaluation may disfavor a good reference resolution module that works on input data from ineffective lower-level modules.
There are at least three ways to compare the correct answer or key with the system's response: compare the coreference links; compare the two partitions of the RE set induced by the MRs; compare the average correlation between the sender MR and the receiver MR activated by each RE. Each of these views leads to relevant measures. Most of them yield two numeric scores, inspired from information retrieval (Salton and McGill 1983) . To grasp an intuitive idea, suppose that the response contains correct and wrong links, and misses some correct links. Recall is the proportion of correct links in the response with respect to all correct links in the key, whereas precision is the proportion of correct links in the response with respect to all the links in the response. This is, however, only an intuitive idea: as there are several link configurations corresponding to the same MRs, specific definitions based on RE sets must be given for each measure (Popescu-Belis 2000).
• MUC measure (M) -MUC-6 and MUC-7 campaigns used an algorithm proposed by Vilain et al. (1995) . Its main contribution is a method to count links that depends only on the sets of coreferent REs, not on the particular links that constitute them. The count is indulgent as it computes, by definition, the minimal number of missing and wrong links.
• B 3 measure (B) - Bagga and Baldwin (1998) , aware of the indulgence of the MUC algorithm, define recall and precision per RE, then average these values to obtain global scores. The scores are lower than the MUC scores when many REs are unduly grouped, but we proved that they are always well above 0%.
• κ-measure (K) - Passonneau (1997) uses the kappa factor (Krippendorff 1980) to measure the agreement between two annotators of a given text, based on the probability of agreement by chance. For the distance between key and response, the κ-factor is especially relevant when these are very close. The score is computed using MUC recall and precision, and though it is less indulgent, it also bears less information than the MUC couple.
We have proposed several new measures that attempt to overcome certain limitations of the previous ones, based on new theoretical grounds and using the concept of MR.
• Core-MR measure (C) -The notion of core-MR tries to grasp the program's view of each correct MR. For each key MR, an associated core-MR in the response is computed. Then, all the REs in the key MR that do not belong to the corresponding core-MR count as recall errors. Precision is computed symmetrically. We have proved that the C-score is lower than the MUC score for every response.
• Information-based measure (H) -Applying the communication channel model (Ash 1965) to reference transmission, the proper understanding of reference means that every time a given MR i is activated in the sender's mind, the same MR j is activated in the receiver's mind. Intuitively, once MR 1 and MR a have been activated simultaneously (sender vs. receiver), a further co-activation of MR 1 and of MR b (MR b ≠ MR a ) represents an H-recall error, while a further co-activation of MR 2 (MR 2 ≠ MR 1 ) and of MR a represents an Hprecision error. The scores are computed using the entropy and the conditional entropy of the key and the response RE distributions. The H measure possesses a sound theoretical basis and good properties, but seems often more indulgent than the MUC measure.
Recall and precision for the M-B-C-H measures vary from 0 to 1. The K-score varies from -1 to +1: +1 for perfect agreement, 0 for random agreement, -1 for "perfect disagreement", i.e. negative statistical correlation between the links. Recall and precision are combined into the harmonic mean or f-measure.
Each measure has its own advantages and drawbacks (Popescu-Belis 2000), one of the most frequent problems being "indulgence", that is, rather high scores for rather poor answers, or worse, a minimum score well above zero. Most of the measures are too indulgent when the key has a high RE-to-MR ratio, even a poor answer receiving then a decent score. None of the measures satisfies all the coherence criteria we defined. However, we will use these measures mainly to compare the quality of two responses and determine the best one, rather than estimate the "absolute" quality of a response, and we will rely on the concordant variation of all five measures between two responses.
Building Texts with Annotated Coreferences
We have defined three annotation levels and designed user-friendly annotation interfaces (Popescu-Belis 1998). At level I, a minimal discourse structure useful for further reference resolution is annotated: sentences, paragraphs, larger units. At level II, the boundaries of REs are annotated, and at level III the referring information. Our system uses level II annotated input data, and produces a level III annotated response, which we compare to a level III annotated key. As stated above, annotation of RE boundaries (level II) is not considered here as part of the reference resolution task.
The MUC-6 and MUC-7 specifications (MUC-6 1995, Hirschman 1997) describe in detail the coreference links that must be annotated and the corresponding mark-ups. However, an evaluation algorithm must abstract the MR structure from the links. Also, links never involve REs corresponding to a MR evoked only once. Two overcome these two disadvantages, we defend -with Bruneseaux and Romary (1997) -a more direct mark-up of RE sets, using an index system that encodes the grouping of REs into MRs (Popescu-Belis 1998). The two conventions are otherwise logically equivalent.
Our two annotation stages are analog to those used by Hirschman et al. (1998) . Encoding of REs is semi-automatic, as the annotator validates the proposals of an LFG parser (Vapillon et al. 1997) . We select the noun phrase REs: common and proper noun phrases, pronouns, while excluding impersonal pronouns and idiomatic expressions. A parse tree is also selected for each RE. The REs are then examined sequentially, the annotator deciding whether a new MR must be created from the current RE, or whether the current RE must be linked to an existing MR. Apart from the internal one, several formats are supported for input/output.
These interfaces accelerate reference annotation: for instance, a text with about 600 REs and 400 MRs is annotated in about one hour. Automatic indexing and tag generation, as well as various check counts, prevent SGML mistakes in created resources, and detect such mistakes in imported ones. The interfaces, evaluation module and reference solver constitute a Reference Resolution Workbench, similar to other tools for annotation and resource maintenance, as Alembic (Day et al. 1997) and GATE (Cunningham et al. 1997) .
Description of the Texts
The objectivity of evaluation increases with the size of the test corpus. We use here real texts, as in the MUC approach, rather than series of sentences attempting to cover a broad range of phenomena, as in the DiET project (Lewin et al. 1999) . However, texts with annotated coreferences are still scarce. The MUC corpora contain short articles in English. In French, the Silfide server at LORIA (Nancy, France) offers a 30000-word text (PG), and we annotated at LIMSI with I. Table 2 . Names and characteristics of the twelve fragments.
To allow evaluation on texts with comparable characteristics, these texts were fragmented into several blocks, respecting narrative coherence boundaries (Table 2) . One block of ~200 REs with all referents annotated was available from PG, and three were created from VA ('~' indicates approximation). Three blocks of ~200 REs with only the human referents were extracted from PG, as well as three blocks of ~600 REs and one of ~3100 REs. The VA text represents another block of ~600 REs with all references annotated. The use of twelve blocks ensures that the results of evaluation-driven design are not particular to a certain text, though they probably depend on the text type.
Design of a Configurable Algorithm for Reference Resolution

Principles of Evaluation-Driven Design
Let us consider, in general, an algorithm for text processing composed of various knowledge sources (henceforth, KSs) coupled by loops, branches, etc. Our goals are: determine the best option or behavior for each KS; estimate the contribution of each KS and of its components to the result; and of course maximize the overall performance of the algorithm. To attain these goals, we propose a method based on the following principles. 5. Run the program with the best behavior for each KS according to an a priori analysis, or with a minimal behavior. Then apply optimization operations 6 and 7 to each KS, starting with the most important KS.
6. For a bounded KS, evaluate all its behaviors and adopt the best one. If the number of behaviors is large, the evaluations are best enumerated automatically. Several texts and evaluation measures are necessary to find a best behavior that can be generalized (that is optimal for several texts). The greater the agreement between measures, the more confident this decision is.
7. For an unbounded KS, use a standard optimization method to determine the behaviors (or more often here the parameter values) that generate the best scores, again on several texts and with various evaluation measures. If several behaviors are optimal, choose one that agrees with theoretical analysis.
8. Once an optimized combination of behaviors is fixed, it becomes possible to measure for each KS the relevance of the chosen behavior with respect to other behaviors, and also, if the behavior is a combination of rules, to quantify the contribution of each rule to the final behavior.
The design method described here may seem to exclude any analytical or knowledge-based considerations in the choice of the behaviors, which is driven by numeric considerations, in the style of black-box evaluation. Such a view is of course inaccurate: specific knowledge is not only essential to define the various KSs and behaviors, but it also proves crucial in choosing the initial behaviors at step 5 above. Moreover, glass-box analysis influences the choice among behaviors when several are found optimal by evaluation. Hopefully, evaluation-driven design will agree with knowledge-based design and strengthen its conclusions. Otherwise, priority should be given to the former, and a rational explanation for the scores should be sought afterwards.
The MRs and the Resolution Algorithm
We adopted a low-knowledge implementation of MRs as we wanted to handle unrestricted texts, and high-coverage semantic tools were not available to us in French. MRs consist here not in abstract representations, but simply in the collection of REs that are used to evoke them. The data structure for an MR has the following fields:
• MR.Index_Number;
• MR.Activation -a number modeling the contextual salience of the MR (cf. 2.3 above);
• MR.List_Of_REs -the REs that activated the MR;
• MR.List_Of_Characteristic_REs -a subset of the former, storing the REs that will be used for comparisons later, in the order of their appearance in the discourse.
The information stored for each RE includes the position, string, and corresponding LFG parse tree. The semantic content of an MR lies in the collection of characteristic REs, that is, in the way this collection is built (cf. §5.2) and utilized (cf. §5.1). As no semantic representation is available for REs, it is inferred from the parse tree and its labels. A semantic network is useful to compare these labels. As a general synonym/hyponym French dictionary was not available to us, we built a small network involving the main concepts of the VA text only (about 50 words), as VA is shorter and more homogenous than PG. This explains why the numeric results that follow are better for VA. However, we are mostly interested in differential evaluation, i.e. the comparison of the scores between various KS behaviors, which is generally coherent between VA and PG.
Our resolution algorithm stems from our general analysis of reference. The two basic operations involving MRs are creation and attachment. The algorithm examines the REs sequentially: for each RE, it attempts to determine whether the RE evokes an existing or a new MR. This depends on the compatibility between the current RE and the existing MRs, and on their activation. Either a MR is retrieved and the current RE is attached to it, or a new MR is created using the current RE. In both cases, activation is updated. The insertion points of the KSs, and their notation, are shown in Figure 1 ; the figure should be used to locate each KS from the following summary.
• (H): referring compatibility between an RE and a MR -a heuristic to find whether an RE may evoke a given MR or not, using the compatibility of the RE with the REs that characterize the MR;
• (Co): referring compatibility between two REs -a set of criteria stating whether two REs may co-refer or not; • (Cr): creation/attachment -rules that decide between creation of a new MR and attachment to an existing one, depending on the characteristics of the current RE; • (*): the criterion for attachment is simple: attach the RE to the most recent among the most active compatible MRs; • (L): evolution of the list_Of_Characteristic_REs -several options for the size and the rules for adding/deleting an RE (minimal behavior: store all REs); • (P): include or not pronouns in the list_Of_Characteristic REs;
• (A): activation -the rules and factors that determine the activation of REs;
• (M): working memory, storing MRs for further reactivation -its size is adaptable (minimal behavior: store all MRs).
It is quite visible that (A), (M), (L) and (P) are optional KSs. At the algorithm's core lies the combination of (H) and (Co), as well as (Cr) -though the minimal behavior of (Cr) is very simple: an MR is created if there are no active MRs compatible with the current RE. The order according to the estimated importance is:
As it is possible to loop through the parameters for optimization, we first estimate "fair" behaviors for (Co) and (Cr) using knowledge-based analysis. Then we set the following optimization order:
(H)-(L)-(P)-(M)-(A)
, and confirm the initial choices for (Co) and (Cr) by an a posteriori relevance measure.
Optimization of Bounded KSs
Referring Compatibility between an RE and a MR (H)
This KS selects among the existing MRs those that the current RE may evoke and rejects those that it certainly cannot evoke. The referring compatibility between the current RE and an MR is computed by "averaging" the compatibility of the current RE with all the REs of the MR. The referring compatibility between two REs is determined using a more elementary KS, namely (Co), analyzed in §7.1. We define four alternate behaviors or "averages", (H1)- Aside from (H1)-(H4), there are two minimal behaviors: either all MRs are deemed compatible with the current RE (H-all), or none is compatible (H-none). Behavior (H-all) generates a response in which all REs are grouped into one MR, if no creation rules (Cr) override this (cf. §7.2). Behavior (H-none) generates a response in which no REs are grouped, if no attachment rules (Cr) override this. The score variations from (H-none) to (H-all) on our longest text (PG31P) are shown in The values of S close to 100% supply a more flexible version of (H1), allowing for some exceptions in compatibility.
The KS (H) depends on the list_Of_Characteristic_REs. We thus optimized at the same time (H), (L) and (P). Rather than finding an optimal behavior for (H), with (L) and (P) fixed, then optimizing (L) and (P), then the others, then looping again through (H), etc., we optimized directly (H)×(L)×(P) by automatically exploring the possible combinations.
The List_Of_Characteristic_REs -(L) and (P)
The MR.list_Of_Characteristic_REs field gathers the REs that are constitutive to the MR. While the KS (H) defines the way this list is used, the KSs (L) and (P) define how it is constructed. An elaborate construction criterion would store only "defining" REs, thus approximating a semantic representation of the MR. We use here simpler behaviors that depend essentially on two KSs: (L), size of the list and (P), inclusion or not of pronouns.
The various behaviors of the (L) are simply the various list sizes; the minimal behavior corresponds to an unlimited size. REs are added to the list_Of_Characteristic_REs until maximum size is reached, discarding however identical REs. Then, adding a new RE causes the deletion of the shortest among stored REs, while preserving their order. A smaller list size makes the algorithm faster. A size of 1 RE has effects similar to (H3), except that the longest RE is used, instead of the first one; (H) and (L) are in fact closely coupled, which is another reason to optimized (H)×(L)×(P). We sampled the values of (L), and those of the S, so that (H)×(L)×(P) remain a bounded KS.
The (P) KS has two behaviors: either pronouns are stored in the list_of_Characteristic_REs (minimal behavior) or not. Their a priori analysis raises contradictory arguments. On one hand, pronouns should be treated as the other REs, all the more that they provide gender and number information about the MR, and possibly also predicate/argument information in more elaborate algorithms. Pronominal reference also contributes to activation, and positional information from pronouns is equally relevant. On the other hand, pronominal REs have no semantic content, being thus semantically compatible with all other REs; therefore, they are useless or even detrimental to semantic compatibility tests. Moreover, their gender/number information is already contained in the MR.list_of_Characteristic_REs since they were attached to this MR. Evaluation is thus needed to select a behavior.
Evaluation of (H)×(L)×(P)
The combined behaviors (H)×(L)×(P) were evaluated on all our texts. For (H), the four (H1)-(H4) behaviors were tested and for (P) the two behaviors (+p) and (-p). The (L) size and S in (H4)(S) were sampled. The behaviors leading to the best scores on each text and with each measure are shown in Quite obviously, behaviors leading to best scores for different measures sometimes differ even on the same text. The intersection of the sets of optimal behaviors for all five measures is empty on almost every text. There is however significant overlapping between optimal behaviors, thus increasing the confidence that they generate optimal responses on any text.
Behavior (H1) is infrequent, but (H4)(.8), a more flexible version of (H1) requiring compatibility of the current RE with at least 80% of the REs, appears quite frequently among optimal behaviors. At the opposite range, (H4) with a small value for S often appears at the same time as (H2), though far less frequently than (H4)(.8). Even (H3) is not completely absent from local optimal behaviors. As for (L), the interval of optimal values is often [x, > which means that keeping all the REs ( LV WKH PRVW ZLGHVSUHDG RSWLPDO EHKDYLRU Increasing the speed would be the only reason to reduce the (L) size. As for (P), including the pronouns in the list_of_Characteristic_REs is more often an optimal behavior than discarding them, though cases in which this is indifferent are not infrequent: the choice for (P) is thus secondary to choices for (H) and (L).
After a survey of all the results, the most frequent optimal behavior appears to be (H4)(.8) with all the REs, including pronouns, stored in the list_of_Characteristic_REs. We choose these settings henceforth for the three KSs as a joint optimal behavior. The score with these settings is sometimes lower than the best score that can be obtained on a given text, with a given measure -it certainly cannot be higher. We computed the differences between the best score for a given text and measure, and the score with the joint optimal behaviors (Table 5) . The small differences confirm the acceptability of these behaviors, especially when compared to other differences shown further on (Tables 8, 9 , 10). VA2T1 VA2T2 VA6T PG2T PG2P1 PG2P2 PG6P1 PG6P2 PG31P M Table 5 . Score decrease between the local optimal scores and the scores with (H4)(.8) and no restrictions on list_Of_Characteristic_REs.
The choice of H4(.8)/S LV DOVR VXSSRUWHG DJDLQVW RWKHUV E\ NQRZOHGJHEDVHG DQDO\VLV These behaviors make use of all the information embedded in the REs: all REs are kept in list_Of_Characteristic_REs, and almost all are used for RE↔MR compatibility; but up to 20% "non-standard" REs are tolerable in the list_Of_Characteristic_REs. A choice purely based on black-box analysis would require computing the data in Table 5 for each possible behavior, then choose the one that globally minimizes the differences with the local optimal scores. Not only is this cumbersome, but the result would probably be "optimal" only for the present set of texts.
Optimization of Unbounded KSs
Results on Working Memory (M)
The most active MRs are stored in a working memory of adjustable size. The various sizes, from 1 MR to unlimited, constitute the behaviors of the (M) KS. Not only does this "cognitive" feature affect the speed and physical memory requirements, but it also affects directly the scores. Small memory quite predictably causes recall errors, but prevents precision errors. We used until now a memory size of 40 MR.
Memory sizes from 1 MR to 150 MR were evaluated, focusing on the intervals that showed greater variation of the scores. On almost all texts, the five scores M-B-K-C-H increase or decrease concurrently between two responses, validating thus the results. On most of the texts, the best scores are reached for a memory size between 15 and 30 MRs. Sometimes a second maximum is reached for sizes greater than 70 MRs. On all texts, the scores uniformly decrease when memory sizes exceed the first optimum, but this decrease is always under 2%. We thus decided that a memory size of 30 MRs is the most convenient in terms of score, knowledge-based analysis and program speed. This value leads to scores attaining or exceeding some of the previous scores with H4(.8)/S MUC recall and precision for memory sizes: 1, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15-18, 21-29, 30-47, 48-57, 68-69, 70-80 (from left to right).
• Iso-f-measure (dashed): 0.34 and 0.71.
Zoom for memory sizes: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11-13, 14, 15-18, 21-29, 30-47, 48-57, 58-67, 68-69, 70-80 (upper-left to bottom-right) .
• Iso-f-measure (dashed): 0.65, 0.71.
Figure 3. Influence of memory size on performances (MUC measure on VA2T1).
A typical example is shown in Figure 3 with memory sizes ranging from 1 to 80 MRs -1 MR corresponds to the lowest f-measure (left). Several sizes may generate the same response, that is why there are far less points than score values. For small memory sizes (up to 7 MRs), both recall and precision increase with the size, but afterwards recall increases and precision decreases. The shape of the curve is similar for the other texts. A closer view (right) shows more clearly that as recall increases and precision decreases, the f-measure has two maximums, the first one reaching here 0.71 for 11 to 15 MRs.
Activation of the MRs (A)
In other studies, the values of activation factors are often set on empirical bases. Here, these values are determined by evaluation, and the relevance of the activation KS is confirmed. Upon creation, a MR receives initial activation, which increases on subsequent evocation by a noun (common or proper) or a pronoun. Activation decreases with the number of words, sentences and paragraphs ellapsed as the algorithm proceeds through the text. The activation factors are shown in Table 6 . The possible values (or behaviors) are integers between -5 and 30: the negative values seem rather counterproductive, but have been tested nevertheless.
The set of the combinations of values is too large to be explored exhaustively. We designed an optimization procedure based on gradient ascent. At each optimization cycle, a factor is randomly chosen, and its value is increased, decreased or left unchanged, attempting to increase or equalize the current score (with random choice in case of a tie). The K-measure is used as it seems the most sensitive one. The optimization method guarantees a score increase, but is not certain to find a global optimum.
The method being time-consuming, we use only the shortest texts, VA2T1, VA2T2, PG2T. The values of the activation factors were previously set through knowledge-based analysis, but we want here to test the relevance of the (A) KS. We thus start from a minimal behavior with no activation factors (null values) and run the gradient ascent procedure. After about 700 cycles, the M-B-K-C-H scores increase significantly on each text: for VA2T1, (+49%, +13%, +175%, +97%, +6%); for VA2T2, (+55%, +23%, +1325%, +90%, +14%); for PG2T, (+10%, +2%, +42%, +15%, +1%).
Additional activation for MR = 15 Activation for a noun phrase RE = 20 creation Activation for a pronominal RE = 13 Activation decrease per word = 1 Additional activation for a = 15 Activation decrease per sentence = 3
proper noun RE Activation decrease per paragraph = 5 Table 6 . Chosen values for the activation factors.
Numerous combinations of values lead to the same maximal score. Finding the whole set of optimal values on each text, then intersecting these sets, is excessively long. That is why knowledge-based analysis is once again necessary to choose a near-optimal parameter set, valid for all texts and measures. Such a conventional parameter set is shown in Table 6 . Activation decrease per word should be above zero, though small, distance in words between two intra-sentential REs being thus relevant. Activation decrease per sentence and per paragraph should be more important than activation decrease per word. Evocation of an MR by a noun phrase should activate it more than evocation by a pronoun and significantly more when the RE is a proper name.
Assessing the Relevance of Behaviors
As for the two remaining KSs -(Co), compatibility between REs and (Cr), MR-creation rules -we used until now behaviors that were set through theoretical analysis. In this section, evaluation confirms that these are indeed the best behaviors and quantifies their advantage over others. In addition, these KSs being combinations of rules, the contribution of each rule to the final scores is quantified.
To do that, starting from the score of the a priori best combination of rules, we compute the score variation when each of the rules is removed and the score variation when each of the rules is used alone. (To test rules not included in the initial combination, we would compute the score variation when a new rule is added, or replaces a previous version.) Then, we order the rules according to their relevance, estimated from the score decrease with respect to the initial value. The greater the decrease when a rule is removed, the more important the rule is. Also, and agreement on this point strengthens the conclusion, the smaller the decrease when a rule is used alone, the more important this rule is.
Referring Compatibility between REs (Co)
This KS is central to our algorithm, as it is used by (H). We define three compatibility rules between REs. Two REs may evoke the same MR if:
• R G -they have the same gender;
• R N -they have the same number;
• R S -they have compatible semantic contents, that is, the head of the RE coming last is a duplicate, synonym, or hypernym of the head of the RE coming first (but not a hyponym, as this is uncommon). The same rule applies to the modifiers of the head, if any.
The a priori behavior of this KS requires all three rules to be satisfied in order to declare that two REs are compatible. To evaluate the relevance of the rules, we discard them alternatively (Table 7) , then conserve alternatively only one of them (Table 8) . We examine the score variation with respect to the initial score, averaged on M-B-C-H for recall/precision, and on M-B-C-H and K for f-measure.
- 4%  -4%  +1%  -4%  -2%  +26%  -61%  -50%   PG6P1   +4%  -9%  -3%  -4%  -7%  -15%  +18%  -30%  -58%   PG6P2   -2%  -7%  -2%  -1%  -6%  -7%  +21%  -39%  -48%   Table 7 . Average score variation when each (Co) rule is alternatively disabled.
The scores in Table 7 show that removal of any of the rules drives the f-measure down. Though recall generally increases, as fewer coreferences are ruled out, precision decreases more dramatically. This proves that all three rules are useful. Only averages are shown here, but in general all the measures vary in the same direction, except in about 30% of the cases, when only one measure has an opposite, yet feeble, variation.
PG6P2 +21% -43% -43% +27% -48% -44%
-3% -9% -5% Table 8 . Average score variation when each (Co) rule is used alone.
The scores tend to decrease even more when a second rule is removed, only one rule being left (cf. Table 8 ). It appears that R S has a strong influence on the results: by far the lowest scores in Table 7 occur when R S is removed, and by far the highest scores in Table 8 appear when it is used. This designates the semantic compatibility rule R S as the most important of the three. It is not clear which is the second most important rule. Table 7 and Table 8 designate R G for VA6T (-4% < -2% and -52% > -55%), R N for PG6P1 (-3% > -15% and -53% < -47%) and disagree for PG6P2 (close values). The importance of R G and R N seems similar on these texts, but in general, it depends on the proportion of singular/plural references in the texts, and the availability of gender information in a given language.
Creation / Attachment Rules (Cr)
The decision to create a new MR or to attach the current RE to an existing MR depends first on the (Cr) KS, and only afterwards on RE↔MR compatibility. Three rules compose the KS:
• R def -force the attachment of each definite RE to an existing MR;
• C indef -force the creation of an MR for each indefinite RE;
• C NP -force the creation of an MR for each non-pronominal RE.
In the initial behavior, the three rules are discarded, as it is unclear whether they increase scores or not. Rule C NP could only be used as a baseline, but R def and C indef correspond to some linguistic intuitions, as a definite RE rather evokes an extant MR, while an indefinite RE rather introduces a new MR. Table 9 . Average score variation when each (Cr) rule is active. Table 9 shows the variations in recall/precision averaged on M-B-C-H and in f-measure averaged on M-B-C-H and K. Obviously, the rules fail to bring any significant improvement, as all f-measures decrease when a rule is activated. R def favors RE attachment, hence it drives down precision more than recall, and f-measure even more, as the K-score decreases severely. Conversely, C indef favors MR creation, hence a lower recall and a slightly better precision, not enough however to increase f-measure. A similar result holds for C NP , with a dramatic decrease in recall and a slight increase in precision, while f-measure clearly shows that C NP is not beneficial. Overall, these scores confirm that the links between definiteness and reference are subtler than the present rules, which are useless.
Final results. Conclusion
The behaviors of all our KSs have now been evaluated. Our measures indicated the best behaviors and provided an experimental basis against which knowledge-based considerations could be tested. When these did not provide unequivocal conclusions, evaluation was the only means to choose among behaviors.
Using all the final behaviors, we attempted to cycle through the evaluation sequence and optimize again the KSs in the same order. This did not lead to significant improvements. The figures were comparable to the uncertainty on the key (Passonneau 1997) , and they did not single out a particular behavior among the preceding ones.
We adopt thus the following set of joint optimal behaviors:
• for (H): (H4)(.8), i.e. compatibility with at least 80% of the REs in a MR;
• for (Co): R S , R N , R G , i.e. gender, number and semantic agreement;
• for (Cr): -no creation/attachment constraint, except for not parsed REs;
• for (L) and (P): all the REs (∞), including pronouns (+p), are kept in the list_Of_Characteristic_REs; • for (A): the activation factors have the values given in Table 6 ; • for (M): the working memory stores 30 MRs.
The final scores are shown in Table 10 for three texts: the two original ones (VA6T and PG31P) and a fragment of PG having the same size as VA (PG6P1, about 600 REs). All the scores are obtained with the above behaviors. Again, they are of course slightly below the local optimal score for each text and measure (cf. §5.3). Significantly, the differences are quite small (compare Table 10 with Table 4 ). The various fragments used to choose the joint optimal behaviors ensure that they represent a good option for all narrative texts.
The score differences between the three texts are notable. The K-score decreases severely from VA6T to PG6P1, and further on to PG31P. A similar decrease is observed for H. In addition, the B and C-scores decrease from VA6T to PG6P1 and PG31P, however less dramatically. More precisely, K, H and B decrease more from VA6T to PG6P1 than from PG6P1 to PG31P. The M-scores vary in the opposite way, but the differences are lower, probably due to the indulgence of this measure on texts with high coreference rates (PopescuBelis 2000) . The low value of K for PG31P does not necessarily signify a very poor response, since the other scores reach reasonable levels. For instance, using (H2) on PG31P yields an M-B-K-C-H score of (0.90, 0.30, 0.13, 0.32, 0.25) : the B-C-H values are poor, despite a Kscore higher than the one with H4(.8) shown in Table 10 . Final scores of the algorithm with the optimal behaviors.
On the whole, the response on VA6T seems notably better than those on PG6T and PG31P -this being quite certainly due to the availability of a semantic network for VA (cf. §4.2). The response on PG6P1 is better than that on PG31P as the first text is shorter, and confusions probably accumulate on longer texts. There is no clear indication in general that recall errors far exceed precision errors or vice-versa, a sign that our system is well-balanced and maximizes f-measure. The scores of our system are globally in the same range as those of the MUC campaigns. The task here seems both easier, since the correct REs were available to our program, and harder, as we used no domain-specific semantic knowledge. The exact quantification of these differences is uneasy, so an exact comparison to MUC scores may not be relevant here.
Our main point in this paper is not, however, the reference resolution algorithm per se, but the evaluation-driven design method, which grounds in numeric evaluation the choice of the behaviors for the KSs composing the algorithm. We have shown how this method enabled us to choose optimal behaviors and to estimate the relevance of a given behavior and of its components. The evaluation-based method did not supersede knowledge-based analysis; on the contrary, the agreement of the two approaches was always sought. We emphasized the importance of the semantic compatibility rule, and that of an activation mechanism, over the creation/attachment rules, i.e. over a direct link from linguistic expression to reference. Further work on the algorithm will thus be aimed at a more elaborate semantic representation of MRs, still applicable to unrestricted texts.
